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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a semi-automatic testbench generation tool called eTBc and a methodology called VeriSC (which allows for testbench simulation before RTL without additional code writing). This resource can be used in IC-development flow in order to enhance productivity on verification tasks through automatic generation of testbench prototypes. The case study is the DigiSeal circuit for the detection of tampering with energy meters.

1. INTRODUCTION
The implementation of testbenches can take a considerable amount of time in the verification process. Some reasons, which can increase the time for testbench implementation, are the number of connections between modules/blocks, the time spent to adapt the testbench to the Design Under Verification (DUV) and the number of module instances, transaction data structures and transaction communication channels.

A methodology that makes the complex verification process easier and a tool to implement this methodology and generate automatically testbench templates can be a good approach to reduce the overall time of project flow.

This paper presents a semi-automatic testbench generation tool eTBc (Easy TestBench Creator), which has been used to generate the DigiSeal project [9] testbench templates.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the VeriSC [4] methodology, Section 3 describes the eTBc tool, Section 4 shows the DigiSeal case study, Section 5 shows some results and Section 6 concludes the work.

2. THE VERISC METHODOLOGY
VeriSC is a functional verification methodology, which defines a better integration between the RTL implementation and verification. Through this methodology, testbenches are implemented before or along with the RTL implementation, as shown in Figure 1. The Figures 1 and 2 shows a comparison between VeriSC project flow and a traditional (common) project flow. In the Figure 1 the testbench implementation can be done before or in parallel with the DUV implementation. With this approach it is possible to use the testbench to make the debugging, without any extra code. On the other side, in the second flow it is necessary to first implement the DUV and then the testbench.

There are many advantages on using this approach shown in Figure 1. First of all, the functional verification is performed incrementally throughout each iteration of hierarchical refinement. The verification process is usually more efficient when the hierarchical subdivision is done from a verification perspective. As most of the projects effort is concentrated in the verification process, the overall design effort decreases significantly. Other advantages are reuse employed in a way to assure interface consistency throughout the hierarchical decomposition process; and finally, testbench and DUV design errors are detected and debugged earlier, reducing overall debugging time. In traditional design methodologies, the DUV is implemented before the testbench. In this way, a considerable effort is needed to adapt the testbench to the DUV, because the DUV is already implemented. The RTL design engineer shall have a complete environment to test his/her RTL code right from the beginning and the verification can proceed prior or in parallel with the implementation of the design.

Traditional methodologies allow testbench implementation before DUV implementation only by using an extra code that has to be written to represent the DUV. This code is not reused later in functional verification where the DUV is present. To the best of our knowledge, there is no other methodology capable of providing a testbench beforehand using only a code that is needed also for the final testbench with the implemented DUV. The general testbench scheme...
used in VeriSC is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: VeriSC testbench](image)

The testbench is composed of the following elements: Source, TDriver(s), TMonitor(s), Reference Model (RM) and Checker. The functionality of each block of the testbench is briefly described below. More details can be found in [8], [4] and [3].

- The synchronization mechanism of the testbench is implemented by means of First-In-First-Out queues (FI-FOqs), through transactions. The testbench structure shown is intended to be used only for synchronous designs with a single clock signal.
- Source: it is responsible for providing transaction level (TL) data to the DUV and to the RM. It is connected to the RM and to the TDriver(s) by means of FIFO(s). There is one FIFO for each input interface of the DUV. The same number of FIFOs is going to the RM and to the TDrivers.
- TDriver: it receives TL data from the Source, translate it into specified protocol signals and passes these signals along with the required data to the DUV. A TDriver functions as a bridge between TL and signal level. There is always one TDriver for each input interface to the DUV.
- TMonitor: it is a bridge between the signal data and transactions. Thus, it is responsible for receiving the protocol and data signals from the DUV and transforming them into TL data. The TMonitor puts the TL data into a FIFO and passes them to the Checker. There is always one TMonitor for each output interface to the DUV.
- Checker: it is responsible for comparing TL data coming from the RM with TL data coming from TMonitor(s) to see if they are equivalent. The checker will automatically compare the outputs from RM and DUV and prints error messages if they are not equivalent.
- Reference Model (RM): it receives TL data from the Source through FIFO(s) and sends TL data to the Checker through FIFO(s). If not provided by a third party, the verification engineer must implement the functionality of the RM.

Following, the eTBc testbench generation tool will be described.

### 3. eTBc TOOL

The Easy Testbench Creator (eTBc) is a tool for semi-automatic testbench generation. This tool works as a code generator, receiving two files as input:

1. A Transaction Level Netlist (TLN) file described by the functional verification engineer (user of eTBc). This file is a model of the IP-core using Transaction data and RTL data. The RTL data used in this level is only the name of modules I/O ports. The remaining of the description is only transaction data. The language used in this level is eTBc Design Language (eDL). eDL is a simple language used to describe modules, connections, FIFOs and some data in the RTL level.

2. A template of a testbench element that will be generated. The eTBc template is a way that eTBc works to generate testbench elements. The role of templates is to guide eTBc to generate code, based in one TLN. The TLN defines the model of system and template defines the model of testbench. The templates are created using eTBc Template Language (eTL) and there are implemented templates in VeriSC methodology for SystemC and Verilog languages. eTL is a language that allows adjustment to a specific methodology and HDL. If a Verilog/SystemVerilog, VHDL, SystemC specific methodology wants to generate testbenches in a specific way, a template can be written using eTL for this purpose. The disadvantage of this approach is that eTL must be learned.

As can be seen in the architectural model of the tool presented in Figure 4, the models are created using the eTBc Design Language (eDL). Internally the tool uses a code generator and two translators, one to interpret the TLN code and the other to interpret the code of the templates. The eDL language is used to write the TLN code to describe the model. The eTL language is used to write the templates used by the tool. If one wants to port the tool for an specific methodology, he has to create new templates according with this methodology.

The eTBc can be adapted to other methodologies and languages using the template language (eTL). In this case, the verification manager/team has to implement your own templates to use with a specific methodology.

An simple example of TLN written in eDL is shown in Source Code 1. This TLN is a model of an 8-bit adder.
need to be completed for a RTL engineer. At the line 15, the toplevel module adder is declared with two inputs (a,b) of "data" type and one output (s) of same type. These declarations are I/O transaction ports. The declarations in lines 16,17 and 18 means only I/O transaction ports, not RTL ports. After creating the model, the engineer (user) of eTBc can generate all testbench elements (prototypes) running eTBc one time for each prototype to be generated. After that, in order to finish the testbench, the user shall fill the "source" module of VeriSC with stimuli generation and "checker" with all asserts constraints according with the verification plain.

**Source Code 1: File example.tln**

```plaintext
1 struct data {
2    // transaction level information
3    trans {
4        int adder_data;
5    }
6
7    // RTL information
8    signals {
9        signed[8] adder_data;
10    }
11
12} module adder {
13 input data a;
14 input data b;
15 output data s;
16}
```

From this example shown in Source Code 1, eTBc can generate all testbench elements of the VeriSC methodology discussed in section 2. This model written in eDL is not restricted only to VeriSC methodology. It can be used in any verification methodology. To use this model with another methodology is necessary others templates written in eTBc Template Language (eTL).

An example of template can be seen in Source Code 2.

**Source Code 2: File template_example.txt**

```plaintext
1)$ (file)$ "textfile.txt")
2 $-
3 $-
4 $-
5 $-
6 $-
7 $-
8 $-
9 $-
10 $-
11 $-
12 $-
13 $-
14 $-
15 $-
16 $-
```

The Source Code 2 uses eTBc Template Language (eTL). In this example, the line 1 defines a file name "textfile.txt". This tells to eTBc to generate a file named textfile.txt. The Lines 2,3,4 and 6 are any text that will be bypassed to output file shown in Source Code 3. Keywords in eTL are declared as $$(etl_keyword)$$. So the lines 1, 8-10,12-14 and 16 in Source Code 2 are keywords in eTL. Templates written in eTL uses TLN information to produce output files. So, the lines 8-10 tells to eTBc to iterate in all input declarations of the module adder shown in Source Code 1. The lines 9,11 and 15 of the output file textfile.txt are the result of lines 8-10, 12-14 of Source Code 2. In eTL, "foreach" loops are indexed with variables i and j as shown in lines 9 and 13 of Source Code 2.

This is a simple example how to eTBc handle templates in order to generate code.

**Source Code 3: File textfile.txt**

```plaintext
1)
2 $-
3 $-
4 $-
5 $-
6 $-
7 $-
8 $-
9 $-
10 $-
11 $-
12 $-
13 $-
14 $-
15 $-
```

4. DigiSeal

In Brazil, violations on the electric power network committed by customers cause an estimated loss of 20% of the country’s energy production, and as a consequence, a reduction of revenues of the electric power distribution companies. Therefore, there is a great need for solutions that would minimize this problem.

The DigiSeal project had the objective of implementing a circuit for the detection of tampering with energy meters for electric power distribution installed at customer homes. This device should minimize electric power thefts and reduce maintenance and repair costs. It should also reduce the number of energy failures due to an overload in the transmission network [9].

This circuit has a sensor to detect the opening of the meter box and a RF transceiver [6] to inform a palmtop computer (PDA - Personal Digital Assistant).

The whole system works as follows: the DigiSeal installed in the box will be monitoring the violation detector and store a certain number of violation events with time and date. The RF data transmission will only take place if it receives a status request from a PDA within the area. The PDA used by the controller sends a status request to the DigiSeal. The DigiSeal sends its identification and status information ("OK", "VIOLATED" or "IN MAINTENANCE") back to the PDA. Then, the DigiSeal can send the list of violation events to the PDA on request.

In order to achieve the overall system project’s objective, the DigiSeal needs to be able to capture the position of an electric switch connected to the lid of the power meter box which acts as violation detector, perform cryptography and
forward error correction (FEC) [10, 11] for RF communication and interfacing to a RF transceiver.

In Figure 5 can be seen the transaction level schematic of the DigiSeal that works in the following way: data comes encrypted with transmission errors through the transaction RFrequest to the FEC block that uses the Golay [7] algorithm to correct it. Then, through the CRIPTRequest transaction, the data enters the Cryptor that decrypts it using the DES protocol [12]. At this time, the data will go through the Request transaction to enter the StateMachine block where the DigiSeal status and a history of violation events are stored. The sensor switch is connected to this block. Next, the data exits through the Reply transaction. It enters the Cryptor block to be encrypted. Finally, the data goes out through the CRIPTReply transaction to the EEC block, which implements the Golay error code generation algorithm. Then the data leaves through an RFreply transaction. The blocks of the DigiSeal (Figure 5) were coded in Verilog. The SystemC was used for the reference models and testbenches.

Figure 5: DigiSeal Transaction Level Model

A portion of TLN of digiseal is shown in Source Code 4. This TLN is an source written in eTBc Design Language (eDL). The Figure 5 shows the graphical model of this TLN.

Source Code 4: File digiseal.tln

```verbatim
1 module digiseal {
2   input RFrequest rfreqequest_in;
3   input Broken violate_in;
4   output RFreply rreply_out;
5   6   channel CRIPTRequest fec_to_cryptor;
7   channel CRIPTReply cryptor_to_eec;
8   channel Request cryptor_to_statemachine;
9   channel Reply statemachine_to_cryptor;
10 }

The I/O declarations is at lines 2-4 that defines the transaction input/output of the digiseal module. The declarations at lines 6-9 are channels used to communicate internal modules using transaction data. The type of each I/O and channel was defined in individual "struct" not shown in Source Code 4.

5. RESULTS

VeriSC methodology was used in many projects. It was used to implement the chips which won the IP/SOC 2006 Best Design Paper Award [8].

In this specific case study, eTBc was used together with VeriSC. Then, very good results appear. In order to assure the benefits of using eTBc together with VeriSC, the same engineer that made all the process of functional verification manually, used later eTBc in order to implement the same work environment.

The eTBc tool was applied in all functional verification steps of the VeriSC methodology. After that, was created the TLN of the DigiSeal using the eDL language and random stimuli generators were placed in testbench of the DigiSeal. Then was analyzed the times for automatic testbench prototypes conception using the eTBc tool and without using it. Testbench prototypes are elements which compose all the VeriSC methodology steps. They are sames for all projects that uses this methodology.

Using eTBc, the time spent to create the DigiSeal TLN and to generate testbench prototypes was two hours. After that, fifteen hours were necessary to fill the testbench with the random stimuli generators. So, the total flow using the eTBc tool was seventeen hours.

Without using eTBc tool, the same engineer has spent one hundred and two hours to create the same testbench prototypes conception flow (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: testbench implementation time comparison

The conclusion is that, with the use of eTBc tool the production profit was 83.33% faster than the manual process. So, the eTBc tool can speed up the process of functional verification.

The table 1 presents comparison of some vantages and disadvantages of using the eTBc tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With eTBc</th>
<th>Without eTBc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semi-automatic testbench implementation</td>
<td>Manual testbench implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible adapt to other methodologies and verification languages</td>
<td>Difficult adapt to other methodologies and languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed up in verification process</td>
<td>Same Verification time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn eDL language</td>
<td>Additional knowledge is not necessary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: eTBc and VeriSC advantages

The DigiSeal FPGA implementation was fully functional at the first attempt, proving the efficiency of the methodology and tool adopted. For area estimation, a silicon layout
for Austrian microsystem’s C35B3 technology [5] was generated using Astro from Synopsys [2] (see Figure 7). The resulting area was $2.2 \times 2.2 \text{mm}^2$, as reported in Table 2.

![Figure 7: Layout from DigiSeal project](Image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>DigiSeal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Testbench code line number</td>
<td>45341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTL code line number</td>
<td>3112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic gate count</td>
<td>6176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon area</td>
<td>$2.41 \times 2.41 \text{mm}^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: DigiSeal Characteristics

6. CONCLUSIONS

The tool eTBc is based on VeriSC methodology which was used to validate high complex IP-cores [8]. eTBc is on continuous development and the roadmap plan is to implement a graphical user interface, specific templates for more verification methodologies. Based on the DigiSeal case study, the testbench generation saved time was 83% compared to the manual process. The important contribution given for eTBc tool was the speed up in the functional verification, which is one of must critical areas in the IP-core development process.
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